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Module 2. Participation and engagement 
of people with intellectual disabilities 
at the organisation level.



Ecomap

The ecomap is a simple and strong tool

to create a person's support network.

The ecomap includes formal 

and informal supports.

For example, housing support, 

income support, justice programs 

and counseling.



Make a map of your contacts.

How to create your own support
network?

List the people you are surrounded by.

Think about the quality of the relationship with them.



Prepare the material

Large white paper.

Use pencil or crayons to make the map.

Use templates to draw circles and straight lines.



My name

Draw a circle in the centre
of the paper 

Draw other circles 

Write in each circle 

First write down the names
of the most important
people in your life. 

     and put your name 
     inside the circle.

     around your name.

     the name of your
     connections.



Informal support is support 
that is not paid for.

Informal support is support provided
by family, relatives or friends.

Informal connections

My name

Sister

Sara
Mom

Who is important in your life?

Who do you spend most time with?



My name

Doctor

Dentist Therapist Which is your source of income?

Formal connections

Informal support is provided by people,
who are paid to do it.

Informal support is support provided 
by people from the school 
or service I go to, our doctor, 
personal assistant, social worker,
therapists, lawyer.



My name

Morana
next door

Coach

Priest
 

Who do you call when you have 
an emergency?

Who do you talk to in your neighborhood?

What memberships or groups 
do you belong to?

Who do you talk to when you are there?

Other connections
We can also include other support 
from organisations and groups 
where we are voluntarily involved.

For example, support from neighbours,
sports clubs, volunteer groups, religious
communities.



Is anyone missing?

? Add any missing supporters
or persons



Let's connect the contacts 
Sister

Sara

Mom

Morana
next doorCoach

Doctor

Dentist

Therapist

My name

Priest
 

One-sided connection

Mutual connection

Weak relationship

Strenuous relationship

Strong  relationship



The ecomap gives an insight into the dynamics of our relationships.

The ecomap shows the membership of certain groups 

The ecomap gives an idea of the support we have.

The ecomap indicates the areas and groups 

     and the relationships within those groups.

     where to make or reinforce the person's supports.

Put the date on the map.

The ecomap



THANK YOU 
FOR YOUR ATTENTION


